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Abstract: Life without mobility is inconceivable. To enable this connectivity, one must find a way
to progress towards a more sustainable transportation. In the aviation industry, a comprehensive
understanding of greening technologies such as electrification of the propulsion system for com-
mercial aircraft is required. A hybrid-electric propulsion concept applied to a regional aircraft is
studied in the context of the FutPrInt50 project. To this end, the hybrid-electric propulsive system
components are modeled, validated, and evaluated using computational and experimental data
presented in the literature. The components are then assembled to construct the three powertrains
for the hybrid-electric propulsion systems (Series, Parallel and Turboelectric) and parametric studies
are carried out to study the influence of various battery parameters and hybridization factor. The
performance results for a simple mission profile are generated. Together with a thermal management
system, multi-objective optimization studies for the different architectures are then performed, with
the power hybridization factor as the design variable and minimization of total mass and emissions
as objective functions.

Keywords: hybrid-electric propulsion; thermal management system; multidisciplinary design opti-
mization; multi-objective optimization; regional aircraft

1. Introduction

Modern life without air transportation is already inconceivable. However, global
aviation, as it is widely known by the general public, comes with an environmental cost,
which has grown as a concern, as shown in recent studies [1]. In addition, jet fuel has
generally been more expensive than electricity [2,3], which has powered the exploration for
clean and alternative energy sources.

With this sustainability issue in mind, several institutions have launched targets for
the future to significantly mitigate the aviation impact on the environment without severely
limiting either the number of flights or the economic growth, i.e., the challenge passes
through finding a proper balance. NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
set bold noise, fuel burn, and emission reduction goals for the new generation (N + 3) of
aircraft to enter into service in 2030–2035, and funded studies suggest that electrification
can mitigate the carbon footprint, noise signature, and NOx emissions [4]. In Europe, the
guidelines were set by the European Commission through the Flightpath 2050 report [5].
In essence, the key aspect of these goals is to make the fleet operation more energy-efficient,
reliable, and to reduce the emission and community noise related impacts [6].

Even though decarbonization is primarily an organizational and political challenge [7],
there are several areas of study to consider on the road to a sustainable aviation and to reduce
its environmental footprint [8]. These include not only propulsion but also aerodynamics,
structures, and flight control, among other aircraft-related areas. However, combined effects
from these different disciplines will be required to reach the aforementioned ambitious targets.
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Here, the main focus is on the propulsion side, namely on Hybrid-Electric Propulsion
(HEP) [6,9], which is one of the identified possibilities for a more sustainable world in
the scope of the FutPrInt50 project [10]. Despite HEP being seen as a promising solution
towards aviation electrification, current battery technology [11] together with the increased
need for heat dissipation [12] pose two major barriers towards this objective. Thus, a
multidisciplinary effort must be sought as remarked by Freeman et al. [13].

With this in mind, the present paper aims at exploring different architectures of HEP
combined with a Thermal Management System (TMS) in terms of overall mass and Green
House Gas (GHG) emissions. To do so, numerical, theoretical, and semi-empirical models are
integrated into a computational framework to model both propulsive and thermal management
systems. Then, a multi-objective and multidisciplinary problem is stated and solved.

The subsequent sections are structured as follows: (i) firstly, a literature review on
HEP and TMS is presented in Section 2; (ii) then, in Section 3, the developed models are
introduced; (iii) Section 4 provides a discussion on the obtained results; and (iv) lastly, the
final remarks are drawn in Section 5.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Hybrid-Electric Propulsion Architectures

Despite the fact that there are various hybrid-electric propulsion architectures, the
most widely considered ones are the turboelectric, series, and parallel [6,9]. These are
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Hybrid-electric propulsion architectures: (a) turboelectric; (b) series; and (c) parallel.

The turboelectric architecture, portrayed in Figure 1a, does not use any additional
battery pack onboard for propulsion purposes, the electric motor is driven solely by turbo-
generators (i.e., an internal combustion engine coupled with a generator), and does not
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necessarily have to have mechanical coupling [9]. Because this configuration lacks energy
storage, the combustion engine must be sized for peak power demand, negating some of
the anticipated benefits of other hybrid-electric systems. On the other side, this architecture
does not rely on battery technology and once this latter is improved an adaptation to a
series configuration is rather straightforward, as one can observe from Figure 1b.

On this note, the series HEPS (Hybrid-Electric Propulsion System) consists of a similar
powertrain to the turboelectric one, with the exception that now the energy source can be
either obtained from batteries or fuel via a turbo-generator, i.e., even the combustion branch
is integrated into the electrical system, as depicted in Figure 1b. With this definition, the
turboelectric configuration can be seen as a particular case of the series hybrid powertrain
where there is no battery. One of the primary advantages of series HEP is the lack of a direct
mechanical power line from the ICE to the transmission [14]. The main disadvantages of this
configuration in comparison to the parallel architecture are the increased weight and losses
due to the presence of more components in the powertrain and to the energy conversions.

Parallel hybrid architectures use a battery to drive an electric motor, which is then
mechanically coupled to the output shaft of the internal combustion engine, as schematized
in Figure 1c. Thus, in such an architecture, the propeller can be driven simultaneously by
the gas turbine and an electric motor powered by batteries, i.e., it can be driven by either
an electric motor or an internal combustion engine. Comparing this architecture to the
series one, a parallel hybrid system provides more complex options than the latter, because
a mechanical transmission is necessary for the distribution of mechanical energy between
the internal combustion engine, the electric motor, and the propeller [9].

2.2. Thermal Management Systems

Concerning thermal management, this is a problem given the large onboard heat
loads and their changing nature, thus a lot of research still needs to be conducted to enable
the electrification of large aeroplanes [12]. From the recent progress in this field, one can
note that synergies between different heat transfer technologies might be the way to cope
with the increase in waste heat generated by hybrid-electric aircraft. These range from
classical liquid cooling loops and Fuel Thermal Management Systems (FTMS) to less mature
technologies such as Skin Heat eXchangers (SHX) [15], nanofluids [16] or Phase Changing
Materials (PCM) [17].

2.3. Integration in Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization of Aircraft

The integration of these systems in large aircraft has been the focus of several studies [6,12].
As before stated, the main shortcomings are related to the energy storage and the increased heat
load. Most of the studies focus on either one of the disciplines alone, although there are already
some recent efforts on aero-propulsive integration [18,19]. Hoogreef et al. [18] presented a
study comparing parallel and serial configurations alerting to the aforementioned mass and
power penalties of series architectures; while Sgueglia et al. [19] in a Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization (MDO) framework noted that a series architecture is advantageous for short-
range flights when compared to conventional aircraft. Both articles considered 150-seater
jetliners with distributed propulsion. Nevertheless, research papers combining both HEPS and
TMS are rare [20]. Schiltgen et al. [20] proposed a hybrid-electric unconventional aircraft, also
considering distributed propulsion and 150 passengers, that they claim to be more efficient
than current aircraft generation. Their proposed TMS resorts only to liquid cooling with ram
air, while ours include not only liquid cooling and ram air, but also skin heat exchanger and
fuel tank as a heat sink. To the best of our knowledge papers addressing MDO of thermal-
propulsive systems, the main focus of the present work, are nonexistent. Furthermore, the
application of the proposed thermal-propulsive optimization process to the turboprop regional
aircraft here study is a new contribution.
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3. Methodology

First, the reference aircraft and mission profiles considered in the FutPrInt50 project
are presented. Then, the propulsion and thermal management models are described. Lastly,
the multi-objective optimization problem is stated.

3.1. Reference Aircraft

Given the fact that the ATR42-600 [21] is considered a reference for the regional
aviation segment in the FutPrInt50 project, the development and modification of the
computational models for this work took the characteristics of this aircraft into account.
These are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the ATR42-600, data from [21].

Parameter/Variable Value

MTOW [kg] 18,600
Engines PW127M
Propellers Hamilton Standard 568F
Cruising Speed [km/h] 556
Length [m] 22.67
Wing span [m] 24.57
Wing area [m2] 54.5
Height [m] 7.59
Passengers 48

3.2. Mission Segments

A simplified mission profile of the path from Edinburgh, United Kingdom, to Dublin,
Ireland, with an alternate route was considered as described in [22] and illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Considered mission profile in terms of altitude (top left graph), airspeed (top right graph),
and total drag force and coefficient (bottom graph, identified by blue and green colors, respectively).
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Figure 2 also depicts the evolution of the drag throughout the mission which will be
directly connected to the required power and thus to energy consumption. Having the CD
and velocity profiles v, this force is calculated as follows,

D =
1
2
× ρ × v2 × CD × S,

where S represents the wing area, v is the airspeed and ρ stands for air density. It is worth
mentioning that the considered drag profile was a preliminary aerodynamic estimation
computed for the FutPrInt50 aircraft [22], which slightly differs from the ATR42-600. For
the current work, this aerodynamic data as well as the aircraft configuration are kept the
same to ensure a fair comparison between the developed thermal-propulsion models, i.e.,
one of the main objectives of this paper. However, as will be highlighted later, a synergistic
effort with aerodynamics and other disciplines might be more adequate to fully explore the
hybrid-electric potential to mitigate the carbon footprint of aviation.

3.3. Propulsion Model
3.3.1. Propeller

ATR42-600 is equipped with Hamilton Standard 568F propellers [21], that are six-
bladed, have a nominal diameter of 3.93 m and a non-linear twist with swept-back tips.
Since the propeller design is a complex problem on its own and given the focus of the
current work on hybrid-electric propulsion, the external layout and main characteristics of
the reference aircraft, as aforementioned, are kept the same, including the propellers. As
such, these propellers are considered here. Nevertheless, the software chosen to model it,
JBLADE [23,24], is able to analyze different propellers. This software has been validated for
different types of propellers, proving that it can be used to design and optimize propellers
for different purposes. Among these propellers is the NACA TR-594-“PROP C” [25], which
has a diameter slightly lower than the ATR propeller and a similar advance ratio. For this
propeller, JBLADE seems to follow well the behavior of the coefficients of thrust and power
besides the efficiency, as displayed in [23], thus showing its adequateness for such propeller.
As FutPrInt50 is designed based on the reference aircraft, one will consider the mass of the
propeller to be the mass of the F568 propeller, which is 165 kg.

3.3.2. Electric Motor and Generator

Without many specifications, electric motors and generators can be modeled in the
same way, as they are based on the same working principles, so only the electric motor will
be presented in detail.

The motors/generators from the EMRAX supplier (10 kW/kg) [26] will be considered.
According to Friedrich and Robertson [27], these electrical components scale almost linearly.
Furthermore, one can stack several motors to give more power.

According to Lowry and Larminie [28], there are four groups of power losses in an
electric motor: constant losses (kc), ohmic/copper losses (kcopper × Q2), core/iron losses
(kiron × ω), and friction and windage losses (k f × ω3). One can lump all of the power losses
aforementioned and then define the electric motor efficiency as the ratio between the output
power and the input power:

ηem =
ω × Q

kc + kcopper × Q2 + k f × ω3 + kiron × ω + ω × Q
,

where the k parameters are loss coefficients as defined by McDonald [29], ω stands for
angular speed, and Q represents torque. For the loss coefficients, data from both the electric
motor and Zamboni et al. [30] were used.

A motor map is constituted by the motor operating envelope and its part-power effi-
ciency behavior, and according to this model, for the operating range of the electric motor
to be fully determined, there are three further coefficients, kP, kQ, and kw, that need to be
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defined. Following McDonald’s work [29], these can be established as a function of the rated
(marked by the subscript rated) and ideal (denoted by )̂ characteristics of the electric motor:

Prated = kP × P̂ = ωrated × Qrated,

Qrated = kQ × Q̂,

ωrated =
kP
kQ

× ω̂,

ωlimit = kw × ω̂.

The resulting efficiency map presents similarities to the experimental one from the
EMRAX 380 kW electric motor. For comparison purposes, some points were selected from
these maps to allow for an easier direct comparison of the relative error. These points are
shown in Table 2, where it is possible to observe errors lower than 7%.

Table 2. Comparison of some points (rotational speed ω and torque Q) of the efficiency maps from
EMRAX manual [26] and the developed code.

ω [rpm] Q [Nm] EMRAX ηem [%] ηem [%] Error [%]

500 120 86 92 6.98

500 200 88 93 5.68

1000 200 90 96 6.67

1500 1000 90 94 4.44

2000 250 94 97 3.19

2000 500 98 97 1.02

2500 380 96 98 2.08

3000 285 94 98 4.26

Using the EMRAX motor data as a basis, the variation in mass, length, and diameter
with the power of the electric motor can be considered, as expected, linear.

According to Stückl [31], the scaling up of an electrical machine with increasing power
comes with the consequence of a decreasing quotient between the external surface and
the internal volume, which makes it difficult to cool down. This combined effect is only
assessed in the multi-objective optimization problem.

3.3.3. Battery

Energy storage is essential for the majority of hybrid-electric systems and remains
a challenge. Boeing 787 and Airbus 350 have used Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries in the
commercial aviation segment [32] and the current state-of-the-art energy storage systems
use Li-ion batteries that have been established for decades.

The modeling of the battery and discharging curves were developed according to the
following equation, proposed by MathWorks MATLAB for the Simulink environment [33],

V(i∗, it) = V0 − K × C
C − it

× i ∗ −K × C
C − it

× it + A × exp(−B × it) ,

where: i∗ is the low-frequency current dynamics; it represents the extracted capacity;
C denotes the maximum battery capacity; A is the exponential voltage; and B is the
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exponential capacity. This model has some limitations, including: the no load cell voltage
that is set to 0 V; the temperature dependencies are neglected; and the minimum capacity
is 0 Ah and the maximum is Q.

3.3.4. Turboshaft

To model the turboshaft one used its working principles to model each of its com-
ponents, depicted in Figure 3, based on their propulsion and thermodynamics governing
equations, that follow classical textbooks in thermodynamics and propulsion [34,35].

D AC CC T

D = Diffuser 
AC = Air Compressor 

CC = Combustion Chamber 
T = Turbine

01
05040302

Figure 3. Turboshaft flow diagram.

The equations to calculate the total pressure p0 and total temperature T0 at each state
of the turboshaft (identified in Figure 3) are presented in Table 3, where: Cp is the specific
heat at constant pressure; γ denotes specific heat ratio; η stands for efficiency; ΠC is the
pressure ratio at the compressor (9.45); ΠT is the pressure ratio at the turbine (0.317); LHV
is the low heating value (42,800,000 J/kg); ∆p represents a pressure drop in the combustion
chamber (0.04 Pa); ṁ f and ṁa denote the fuel and air flow rates, respectively (it is worth
noting that the values between brackets are the values after the tuning of the model with
the reference engine data).

Table 3. Summary of the equations for pressure and temperature at each state of the turboshaft.

State Pressure Temperature

01 p01 = 1
2 × ρ × v2 + pa T01 = v2

2×Cp,a
+ Ta

02 p02 = ηIntake × p01 T02 = T01

03 p03 = ΠC × p02 T03 = 1
ηC

×
(

T02 × Π((γ−1)/γ)
C − T02

)
+ T02

04 p04 = p03 ×
(
1 − ∆p

)
T04 = T03 + ηb × ṁ f × LHV

(ṁa+ṁ f )×Cp,a

05 p05 = ΠT × p04 T05 = T04 ×
(
(1 − ηT)(1 − 1

Π((γ−1)/γ)
T

)

)

To convert fluid-borne mechanical and thermal energy into shaft work (SHP) the
following expression is used,

SHP = (ṁa + ṁ f )× Cp,g × (T04 − T05),

and to estimate the heat generated by the combustion engine (q̇ICE) the following equation
is employed,

q̇ICE = ṁa × Cp,a × (T05 − T02).

This turboshaft model was validated with T56 turboprop engine data [36] and the
relative errors are low, as can be observed in Table 4.

Table 4. Relative errors of the turboshaft model.

Component Relative Error Exit Pressure Relative Error Exit Temperature

Air Compressor 1.81% 6.88%
Combustion Chamber 2.82% 9.03%
Turbine - 7.92%

Regarding the mass estimation, a classical “rubber engine” method from [37] for
aircraft sizing was used, also considering the T56 engine as the actual model.
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3.3.5. Gearbox

A gearbox was added between the propeller and the electric motor to improve the
efficiency of the powertrain. To determine the efficiency of this component, the following
analytical method is considered [38]:

ηgearbox = 99.5 −
0.6771 × Pgearbox

Psha f t
,

where Pgearbox is the power of the gearbox and Psha f t is the power of the shaft. For sizing
considerations, the mass was estimated by the following equation:

mgearbox = kgearbox ×
P0.76

gearbox × n0.13
in

n0.89
out

,

where kgearbox is a technology factor used to correct the mass accounting for future tech-
nology improvements. Given that these gearboxes are not yet commercialized, it may
be difficult to set a value for kgearbox. So, a reference assumption of 22.5, as defined by
Filippone [39], was considered.

3.3.6. Architectures

Figure 4 schematizes how the above described models (at the component level) are
integrated to form the three hybrid-electric architectures (at the system level) within the
developed MATLAB framework.

The computational model starts with the thrust required for the propeller obtained
from the drag profile. Then, with the propeller model the power required for the shaft
as well as its rotational speed are calculated before entering the gearbox model, where
the power required is corrected. The way the power required for the gearbox is provided
differs from the architecture: (i) for the turboelectric configuration the power is provided
by an electric motor; (ii) for a series architecture the power degree of hybridization φ
assigns the percentage of power that comes from batteries, being the remainder provided
by an electric motor; and (iii) for the parallel layout, the power is generated by the
turboshaft controlled by the mass of fuel flow and assisted by a generator in a given
percentage defined by the hybridization factor φ. For both turboelectric and series-hybrid
architectures, the electric motor is powered by a generator which in turn is coupled to a
turboshaft, yielding the mass of fuel flow needed. Regarding the generator in the parallel
configuration, it is powered by batteries.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the implemented MATLAB models for the turboelectric (a), series (b), and
parallel (c) hybrid-electric architectures.

3.4. Thermal Management Model

The TMS will be responsible for regulating the temperature of aircraft subsystems by
managing heat transfer between heat sources and heat sinks in order to optimize comfort,
safety, and efficiency. With the intention of recurring to relatively high Technology Rediness
Level (TRL) heat transfer technologies, the TMS is designed to incorporate external ram air
cooling, liquid loops, the skin heat exchanger concept, and fuel as a heat sink. The TMS
architecture proposed for the different propulsion layouts is shown in Figure 5.

According to Figure 5, the heat is removed from the representative heat load by a
liquid cooling cycle that uses an Ethylene-Glycol and Water (EGW) mixture as the working
fluid. This heat load consists of the sum of all the power losses estimated for the powertrain
components. First, the heat is transferred to a fuel thermal management system, via a
fuel-EGW heat exchanger. The remaining flux is dissipated to a ram air inlet, via a ram
air-EGW heat exchanger (RHX). Regarding the FTMS, a mass flow of fuel leaves the tank to
enter Fuel Heat Exchanger (FHX) where it collects heat from the EGW. A proportioning
valve splits the incoming fuel mass flow rate into an amount that is sent to the internal
combustion engine for propulsion purposes, and an amount that is recirculated back to the
tank after it has rejected heat through a fuel-wing skin heat exchanger.

A summary of the methodology followed to model the different components is pre-
sented in Table 5.
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Figure 5. Proposed TMS Architecture 5. Regarding the fuel tank, the following nomenclature is
considered: the heat fluxes entering and leaving are represented by Q̇ and the fuel mass flows are
represented by ṁ [40].

Table 5. Component methodology summary. Regarding the fuel tank modeling the following
nomenclature is considered: the energy of the control volume is denoted by Ecv; the heat fluxes
entering and leaving the fuel tank are represented by Q̇2 and Q̇1, respectively; and Q̇loss stands for
heat flux losses.

Component Modeling Approach Reference
Heat load First law of thermodynamics [34]

Pump
Power to compensate liquid

pressure loss assuming a typical
efficiency

[34]

Heat Exchangers

First law of thermodynamics
Newton’s law of cooling using

the Log Mean Temperature
Difference (LMTD)

[41]

Ram air inlet and outlet Standard ideal isentropic
relations [35]

SHX

First law of thermodynamics
sides Newton’s law of cooling

using LMTD Flat plate external
flow analogy Internal laminar

flow in circular tubes

[41]

Fuel tank dEcv
dt = Q̇2 − Q̇1 − Q̇loss [42,43]

The TMS presented is designed to manage half of the total heat load according to the
symmetry of the different HEP architectures. To understand the impact on the aircraft, the
total mass, power consumption and the number of elements will then be multiplied by
two. The model was created using the MATLAB/Simulink environment and more than
100 variables were considered to obtain the different energy balances and corresponding
heat transfer rates and fluid temperatures. An overview of the Simulink blocks diagram
used to model the architecture in Figure 5 highlighting both SHX and fuel tank models is
presented in Figure 6.

A detailed presentation of the different variables and equations used to develop the
TMS used can be found in [40].
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Figure 6. Architecture 5 blocks diagram.

3.5. Multi-Objective Optimization with TMS (Thermal Management System)

In order to reach an optimal hybrid-electric solution that addresses different thermal-
propulsive implementation issues, both the propulsion and thermal management models
were considered in a combined optimization problem. This optimization problem accounts
not only for the combined mass of the systems, but also for GHG emissions associated with
the production and use phases of the energy source and liquid cooling. Given these two
objectives, the following multi-objective optimization problem statement can be established:

Minimize f (x) = [Mass(x), GHG emissions(x)]
w.r.t. x = φ,

where x is the design variable, i.e., the power hybridization factor φ and f (x) the multi-
objective function The GHG emissions are calculated for a single mission by summing all
contributions, i.e., battery production and recharge, fuel production and consumption, and
liquid cooling production. This can be written as,

GHG emissions =

( eb,p

2000
+ eb,r

)
Eb + e f ,p × m f × e∗f + e f ,c × m f +

el,p × ml

2000
,

where: e stands for emission factor; E for energy; m for mass; e∗ for energy density; and the
subscripts b, f , p, r, c, and l are related to battery, fuel, production, recharge, combustion,
and liquid cooling, respectively. To dilute the production of both batteries and liquid
cooling, a constant value of 2000 which represents the number of cycles between battery
replacements was assumed. This assumption does not affect GHG emissions as significantly
as fuel or battery recharge, although it gains relevance as the electric mix is powered by
renewable sources and the hybridization factor is increased. To reduce the environmental
impact in the production phase, sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs) derived from biomass
are a possibility, once these do not compete with agriculture, food, or other harvestable
materials [44]. Here, the Alcohol-to-Jet (ATJ) obtained from wheat straw is considered
given its considerably lower carbon footprint when compared to Jet Fuel A1 [45], although
this wheat straw biomass should be sustainably produced. The emission factors considered
in this study are stated in Table 6 for optimistic and pessimistic environmental scenarios.
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Table 6. Different emission factors (optimistic and pessimistic scenarios).

Phase Component Emission Factor Reference

Production

Biofuel ATJ from wheat straw 31 gCO2-eq/MJfuel [45]
Jet Fuel A1 87.5 gCO2-eq/MJ-fuel [45]
Li-ion battery (LFP-Graphite) 40 kgCO2-eq/(kWh) [46]
EGW (from a biomass source) 3489 kgCO2-eq/ton-EG [47]
EGW (from coal) 7538 kgCO2-eq/ton-EG [47]

Use
Biofuel and fuel 3.16 kgCO2-eq/kg-fuel [48]
Electric Mix (EU-27, 2020) 229 gCO2-eq/(kWh) [49]
Electric Mix (Sweden, 2020) 8 gCO2-eq/(kWh) [49]

It is worth mentioning that other environmental metrics could result in different
outcomes. Furthermore, to reach sustainability, it is necessary to account for the three
vertices: society, environment, and economy [50]. Even though such a study is out of the
scope of the present work, it would be interesting in the future to aggregate the following
three methodologies as being considered for civil engineering applications: Life Cycle Costs
(LCC); environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA); and Social Life Cycle Assessment
(S-LCA) [51].

In this research work, the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II), pro-
posed by Deb et al. [52] and documented in [53], is used for solving this thermal-propulsive
optimization problem.

4. Results

The objective of this section is to present, compare and discuss the outcomes coming
from the implementation of the three different architectures together with the mission profile.

4.1. Sensitivity Analysis
4.1.1. Battery Characteristics

All the other components and their characteristics are kept unchanged while the sizing
parameters of the battery (internal resistance, exponential voltage, exponential capacity
and the weight of the cell itself) are varied to assess their influence along the minimum and
maximum values defined. To perform the analysis, only one parameter is changed at a time
while the others are kept at their reference values (one considered the average between the
minimum and maximum values), although their interdependence is high, all of them are
presented in Table 7. The minimum values are considered to be the characteristics of the
A123 cell [54] and the maximum values are considered to be the ones from the study of a
pouch cell of 407 Wh/kg [55], with the exception of the internal resistance due to lack of
information (one considered general values of lithium-ion batteries [56]).

Table 7. Parameter variations for sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Units Reference
Value

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Maximum Capacity Ah 5.55 1.1 10
Internal resistance Ω 0.1645 0.009 0.32
Exponential capacity, B (Ah)−1 0.365 0.13 0.6
Exponential voltage, A V 3.425 2.95 3.9
Cell weight kg 0.0683 0.039 0.0975

Figure 7 shows linear regressions between some points considered. Among the inferences
that may be derived from the produced graphs for the various attributes are the following:

• Exponential capacity and voltage: The parcel with these two terms is an exponential
parcel added to better reflect the voltage dynamics when the current varies and to
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account for the OCV (Open Circuit Voltage) as a function of the SoC (State of Charge).
The battery mass appears to expand linearly-logarithmically as the exponential zone
time constant inverse (exponential capacity) increases and drops as the exponential
voltage per step increases.

• Cell internal resistance: It determines the performance and life of the battery. A battery
with low internal resistance delivers the total amount of energy available. A battery
with a high internal resistance cannot provide the required amount of energy, causing
the equipment to fail prematurely. As expected, battery mass grows approximately
linearly with the increasing internal resistance until it no longer has an effect.

• Cell weight: As predicted, the weight of the battery grows linearly in proportion to
the increase in the weight per cell, while all other properties remain the same.

• Cell capacity: As this concept is defined as the total amount of electricity created as a
result of electrochemical processes in the battery, its increase is predicted to result in a
decrease in the overall weight of the battery, as demonstrated by an exponential drop.
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Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis of exponential voltage (top-left), exponential capacity (top-right),
internal resistance (mid-left), weight of the cell (mid-right) and capacity (bottom).

4.1.2. Hybridization Factor of Power

Now, considering the battery cells from the National University of Singapore [55] the
influence of the power degree of hybridization is studied. As expected, this parameter
presents a linear correlation with the battery mass, although care should be taken when
considering high values of mass in the work since the MTOW of the aircraft is kept constant
to consider the same drag profile. Given this assumption a feasibility post-processing is
required as discussed later.

4.2. Baseline Analysis

In this section, the entire propulsive system is evaluated for the fixed characteristics
resulted from the sensitivity analysis, to allow for the comparison between architectures.
The same power hybridization factor of 10% is considered for the series and parallel hybrid
configurations. It is relevant to mention that this constant value of the hybridization factor
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results in different propulsion system masses. Thus, the payload will be different for each
architecture and care should be taken, which will be considered in the multi-objective
optimization problem. In this subsection, the focus is to compare how the power required,
heat dissipation, fuel flow and emissions differ for each considered powertrain.

4.2.1. Turboelectric

Figures 8 and 9 show the power required and dissipated by the turboelectric power-
train, respectively. Overall, the results are consistent with the drag profile displayed in
Figure 2, and the power output of the ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) is comparable
to the engines of the ATR42-600 [21,57]. The total propulsion system of the ATR42-600
generates between 2 and 4 MW of power, and when converting to a turboelectric propulsion
system, the number of components required to generate this power will increase, namely
the generator and the electric motor. This can improve the propulsive efficiency, but it will
also be heavier and generate more heat, which will of course impact the TMS.
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Figure 8. Power required to the turboelectric propulsive system.
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Figure 9. Power dissipated in the turboelectric propulsive system.

4.2.2. Series Hybrid-Electric

Figure 10 depicts the power required for the series hybrid-electric propulsive system.
The turboshaft remains less efficient than the electrical components. As seen by this mission,
it is common to observe peaks in the power demand owing to acceleration or sustained
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flying at the same altitude. After that, the standard landing operation begins, and the
power demand is rather minimal.
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Figure 10. Power required to the series hybrid propulsive system.

4.2.3. Parallel Hybrid-Electric

Figure 11 represents the power required by the different components of the parallel
hybrid-electric configuration. Given that the turboshaft and the propeller only have a
gearbox between them, the power needed for these two components is now closer. The
consequence of this is a reduction in power lost by the internal combustion engine. It is
worth mentioning that the power required for the propeller is higher than the one required
for the turboshaft in the parallel configuration since the hybridization factor considered
(10%) is higher than the power loss in the gearbox.
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Figure 11. Power required to the parallel hybrid propulsive system.

Compared to the series hybrid-electric setup, this architecture may appear favorable
because it has one less component and results in the same reduction in power loss for the
same hybridization factor. However, once again care should be taken when comparing
with the series architecture as will be seen in Section 4.3.
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The inefficiency of the internal combustion engine relative to other components is
underlined once more.

4.2.4. Comparison

As projected, the series hybrid architecture requires less power from the internal
combustion engine than the turboelectric one. Moreover, the parallel hybrid-electric con-
figuration demands less power from the turboshaft, as portrayed in Figure 12, due to the
number of components in the powertrain of this architecture and the way they are linked,
as mentioned previously in Section 3.3.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the power required to the turboshaft between the two configurations.

A linear correlation was noted between the power required for the turboshaft and fuel
consumption, and given that, the same comments made for power can be made for the fuel
flow, as seen in Figure 13: although the series hybrid-electric system is more efficient than
the turboelectric one, it is less efficient than the parallel hybrid system, assuming the same
hybridization factor and disregarding the usable payload.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the fuel flow required between the two configurations.

Even though the same combustion engine model, tuned for the validation test case,
was used for all the propulsion systems, different power requirements are noticeable for
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the 3 propulsive architectures. Thus, different engine models could boost the efficiency of
the turboshaft and consequently the entire powertrain.

Regarding flight emissions, from Figure 14 one can conclude that the majority of
pollutants are emitted throughout the last segments after cruise, corresponding to descent,
alternate, hold, and landing segments. Even though this result might seem counter-intuitive,
it is the combined outcome of lower air speeds, a longer ground distance to cover, and a
lower aerodynamic efficiency as denoted in the drag profile earlier depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the emissions between the three configurations.

As previously stated, batteries do not yet possess a high enough energy density for
their implementation to not significantly raise the weight of the propulsion system.

For the considered conditions the mass of the turboelectric propulsion system–including
the fuel mass–for this mission is 2323.2 kg, the one of the series hybrid-electric configuration
is 4098.2 kg and the one of the parallel hybrid-electric architecture is approximately 10505
kg. For comparison purposes a reference value of 5611 kg considering the ATR42-600 aircraft
is used. This value corresponds to around 31% of the MTOW and includes the fuel mass,
engines and propellers (data from aircraft, engine and propeller manufacturers), which are
also accounted for the developed model. Considering the MTOW of the FutPrInt50–18,100 kg,
500 kg lighter than this aircraft, the propulsion system will occupy 12.8% of the turboelectric
architecture, 22.6% of the series architecture, and 58% of the parallel architecture, considering
10% of power hybridization factor in these last two configurations. The mass of the parallel
hybrid system is rather larger than the ATR42-600 reference mass for the propulsion system
(including fuel) and will result in an infeasible design, as will be observed in Section 4.3.

As far as TMS is concerned, most of the heat is dissipated at the RHX. This can be
visualized in Figure 15 where one can note that the heat transfer rate at the RHX follows the
heat load directly associated with the power generated and drag profile. As expected from the
power required graph (Figure 12), the turboelectric and series hybrid architectures require a
larger heat load to be rejected by the TMS which is done at the RHX. If the heat dissipated by
the turboshaft would be considered for the TMS, i.e., assuming that the turbine is installed
internally rather than externally, the amount of heat needed to be rejected from the aircraft
increases by an order of magnitude due to the low efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle.
This consideration significantly impacts the mass of the TMS as can be seen in Section 4.3.
Given the lower capacity to dissipate heat from the aircraft, dependent on the amount of fuel,
the FHX contribution to this aspect is consequently lower than the RHX one. This expected
outcome can be noticed by comparing Figure 15 with Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the heat transfer rate at the ram air heat exchanger between the three
configurations.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the heat transfer rate at the fuel heat exchanger between the three
configurations.

The heat transfer rate at the FHX initially decreases since the ambient air temperature
is higher than the fuel temperature. Then, it increases with the raise of both altitude and
airspeed, i.e., conditions favorable to the capacity of the fuel-wing skin heat exchanger to
dissipate the heat load. From the peak of power onwards, the heat transfer rate reduces
with the decrease in airspeed and altitude.

4.3. Multi-Objective Optimization

In this examination, the previously described TMS architecture was coupled with the
propulsive models, and several optimization experiments were carried out.

The optimization model ran for both series and parallel architectures and it employs
the power hybridization factor as a design variable.

Since the behavior from generation to generation was not substantially different and
the Pareto front converges after a small number of generations, due to the computational
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cost, the algorithm ran only for one, with a population of 50. All the designs were of rank
1. This behavior is attributable to the usage of a single design variable, which drastically
decreases the available design space.

More distinct scenarios are examined, with optimistic values for consumption, produc-
tion, recharging of battery, fuel and cooling liquid, and the corresponding pessimistic cases:
(i) case 1: optimization of the total HEPS (Hybrid-Electric Propulsive System) and TMS
mass and CO2 emissions using SAF in an optimistic scenario, with the TMS controlling
the heat generated by the battery, electric motor, generator and gearbox; (ii) case 2: opti-
mization of the combined masses of HEPS and TMS and CO2 emissions considering SAF
in the aforementioned pessimistic scenario, with the TMS in charge of controlling the heat
generated by the battery, electric motor, generator and gearbox; (iii) case 3: minimization
of the combined mass (HEPS and TMS) and CO2 emissions using SAF in an optimistic
scenario, considering turboshaft dissipated in the TMS besides the heat produced by the
battery, electric motor, generator, gearbox; (iv) case 4: identical to case 2, but considering
the Jet-A instead of a SAF. Additionally, two cases are depicted as benchmarks for both
total mass and emissions: turboelectric configurations without (case 5) and with (case 6)
considering the heat dissipated by the ICE.

The resulting approximated Pareto-optimal solutions are shown in Figure 17, where
the expected trade-off in optimal layouts is evident.
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Figure 17. Resulting Pareto-optimal solutions. Feasibility regions 1 and 2 represent limit masses for
a reference propulsive system (including fuel) without and with considering payload, respectively.
The acronyms SH, PH and TE stand for series-hybrid, parallel-hybrid and turboelectric, respectively.
Cases 3 and 1 correspond, respectively, to optimistic scenarios with and without accounting for
the heat dissipated by the combustion engine. Cases 2 and 4 are pessimistic scenarios, considering
sustainable aviation fuel and Jet-A, respectively. The arrows indicate the hybridization factors (φ)
closest to the feasibility boundaries.

Overall, the batteries have the greatest impact on the mass of the total system (which
are substantial for high hybridization factor values), whereas the fuel required by the
turboshaft has the greatest influence in terms of flight emissions. The power required to
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the battery will increase as the hybridization factor increases, by definition. Consequently,
a higher mass penalty will appear when the flight emissions are lower.

The projected outcome is reached by comparing the optimistic and pessimistic sce-
narios. For the pessimistic scenario, a rise in emissions is recorded for the same mass of
propulsion and thermal systems. Due to the larger dependence on fossil fuels for battery
recharging, this rise is greater for hybridization factors that are higher.

The typical efficiency of a thermodynamics cycle is low: specifically, in this case,
it is of around 30%. Thus, for all the cases that include the heat dissipated of the ICE,
this low efficiency translates into a TMS that has significantly more heat that must be
managed. Consequently, the impact on emissions and mass will also be substantially
higher in these cases (3 and 6) than in cases 1, 2, 4 or 5. When the hybridization factor is
reduced, the propulsion system generates additional waste heat - due to the lower efficiency
of the turboshaft compared to the higher efficiency assumed for the battery - that must be
eliminated. With greater heat that must be handled for a lower hybridization factor, the
TMS mass and the CO2-eq emissions associated to liquid cooler production are increased.

As expected, the use of Jet-A has a larger impact on the environment than SAF as can
be observed by comparing cases 2 and 4.

Considering again the same reference fraction of 31% of the overall mass for the propul-
sion module, a vertical line has also been added to the graph to represent a realistic mass
limit. The zone on the right side of the reference line provides ambitious pollutant emissions
by increasing the power required by the battery and also unrealistic maximum propulsive
mass values. This feasible range is between 0 and 9% for the series-hybrid architecture.

By analyzing the different propulsive architectures, important remarks can be taken.
The parallel powertrain is preferable when compared to the series case in terms of emissions
as can be noticed from the curve slope in Figure 17, even though it has a higher mass penalty.
Consequently, the parallel architecture results in a lower usable payload and larger CO2-eq
emissions per kilogram of payload carried, as can be seen in Table 8. This, again, can be
justified by the battery impact. According to the electrical branch chain, the power required
by the battery pack is higher in the parallel case. This way, the system will be heavier
for all the hybridization factors and the turboshaft will be downsized, leading to fewer
emissions. When comparing the turboelectric case and the lowest hybridization factor
series case, it can be seen that the CO2 emissions and the overall mass are identical. This
is because the series case for a hybridization factor of 0% corresponds to the turboelectric
architecture, where no battery is included in the powertrain. In the optimization simulation,
the random design space ended up not including a hybridization factor of 0%. Otherwise,
the corresponding series result would coincide with the turboelectric result.

Table 8. Usable payload, HEPS mass, TMS mass, and CO2-eq emissions per kilogram of payload
near the feasibility limits 1 and 2 for the analyzed cases, excluding infeasible results.

Case φ [%] Usable Payload
[kg] HEPS Mass [kg] TMS Mass [kg]

Emissions/Payload
[kgCO2-eq/kg-

Payload]

1 - SH 8.8 5027 4184.7 1399.3 0.81
1 - PH 5.3 377 9834.7 399.7 6.17
2 - SH 8.3 5104 4110.0 1397.1 0.81
2 - PH 5.9 258 9943.2 410.2 9.32
4 - SH 9.7 4858 4348.9 1403.9 1.29

Another mass reference added - the continous line - denotes a new feasible zone for
the mass of the whole system if the passengers and their respective payload were removed
(5000 kg). In this scenario, both configurations (series and parallel hybrid-electric) are
acceptable for some range of hybridization factors, until hybridization factors of 37% and
6%, respectively.
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5. Concluding Remarks

The primary aim of this work was to create a hybrid-electric propulsion model for
studying different propulsive system architectures within the scope of the EU-funded
FutPrInt50 project. To accomplish this goal, a framework for the conceptual design of a
hybrid-electric powertrain was proposed, with application to the ATR42-600 as the reference
aircraft. The proposed solution is based on modeling the various powertrain components
and integrating them to form different architectures. In addition to the performance aspect,
the sizing aspect was also taken into account, and some of the limitations resulted from
mass constraints.

Additionally, sensitivity analyses of battery properties and the hybridization factor of
power were incorporated into the full aircraft sizing procedure, highlighting the increased
significance of this mass parameter at the aircraft level.

This research work concludes with a multi-objective optimization that combines the
fields of propulsion and thermal management, yielding valuable insights, namely: (i)
pointing out that there is still room for progress toward a progressive electrification of the
aviation sector; and (ii) giving reference values for what is feasible for a regional aircraft.
The results showed that for any condition, the hybrid-electric configurations can require
less power and, consequently, emit less pollutants than the turboelectric one. However,
this is achieved at the cost of increased battery mass which is outside the feasible region
for most of the hybridization factors, and only small values (≈9%) were found compatible
when keeping the same payload of the baseline aircraft. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that the same drag profile was employed and, consequently, the aircraft mass was also
maintained the same for all hybrid-electric architectures considered. This was done to
ensure a fair comparison between architectures without including more disciplines and,
thus, adding extra complexity to the developed computational framework.

Therefore, the design framework could be extended to include other important disci-
plines, namely aerodynamics and structures, whose integration alongside propulsion and
thermal management systems may enable a clearer path to regional aviation electrification.
Eventual synergies between these disciplines might be enabled through efficient numerical
strategies, namely multidisciplinary design optimization. Other considerations, such as
volume or noise, should also be incorporated in the multidisciplinary effort.
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